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Abstract
Searches for pair production of squarks, sleptons, charginos and neutralinos are
performed with the data collected by the ALEPH detector at LEP at centre-of-mass
energies from 188.6 to 201.6 GeV. No evidence for any such signals is observed in a
total integrated luminosity of about 410 pb−1. The negative results of the searches
are translated into exclusion domains in the space of the relevant MSSM parameters,
which improve signicantly on the constraints set previously. Under the assumptions
of gaugino and sfermion mass unication, these results allow a 95% C.L. lower limit
of 37 GeV/c2 to be set on the mass of the lightest neutralino for any tan β and
sfermion mass. Additional constraints in the MSSM parameter space are derived
from the negative results of ALEPH searches for Higgs bosons. The results are also
interpreted in the framework of minimal supergravity.
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1 Introduction
In this letter the results of searches for sleptons (‘˜), squarks (q˜), charginos (, 2 ) and
neutralinos (0i ) are reported, obtained with the data collected by the ALEPH detector
at LEP during 1999 (for squark and slepton searches) and 1998-1999 (for chargino and
neutralino searches), at centre-of-mass energies ranging from 188.6 to 201.6GeV. Energies
and integrated luminosities of the analysed data samples are given in Table 1. Results
of slepton and squark searches with the 1998 data sample have already been reported in
Ref. [1]. As in Refs. [1, 2, 3], the theoretical framework is the Minimal Supersymmetric
extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), with R-parity conservation and the assumption
that the lightest neutralino is the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP). The notations
and conventions described in Ref. [2] are used for the MSSM parameters.
Table 1: Denition of the analysed data samples.
1998 1999p
s (GeV) 188.6 191.6 195.5 199.5 201.6∫ Ldt (pb−1) 174.2 28.9 79.8 86.2 42.0
The nal state topologies addressed by the searches are summarized in Table 2 together
with the related signal processes. For a given nal state topology, various selection criteria
are applied which depend mainly on the mass dierence M between the produced
particle and the LSP. The selection algorithms are basically the same as in previous
publications [1, 2, 3] but, in order to cope with the increased centre-of-mass energy and
with the larger size of the new data samples, the positions of the cuts were re-optimized
so as to give the lowest expected upper limit on the number of produced signal events in
the case of absence of signal.
For the interpretation of the results in the MSSM, the unication relation among the
gaugino supersymmetry breaking mass terms, M1 =
5
3
M2 tan
2 W , is assumed. The region
where M2  jj is referred to as the higgsino region, and the region where jj  M2 as
the gaugino region. Unless otherwise specied, all supersymmetric particle masses and
couplings are calculated at tree level. For charginos and neutralinos, they are entirely
determined by M2, the Higgs mass term , and the ratio of the vacuum expectation
values of the two Higgs doublets, commonly indicated with tan. When relevant, the
sfermion masses are calculated from the renormalization group equations assuming a
common supersymmetry breaking mass term m0 for all sleptons and squarks at the grand-
unication scale. The results in the gaugino sector, in particular the LSP mass lower
limit, are derived under the assumption of flavour-independent leptonic branching ratios.
The possible impact on these results of a large mixing in the stau sector is therefore not
considered in this letter.
The results of Higgs boson searches [4] are used to further constrain the MSSM
parameter space as discussed in Ref. [3]. The inclusion of the Higgs boson searches requires
that the pseudo-scalar neutral Higgs boson mass, mA, and the trilinear coupling in the
1
Table 2: Topologies studied in the dierent searches; only the main decay chains contributing
to the dierent topologies are indicated for neutralinos.
Production Decay mode Topology
‘˜
˜
‘ ‘˜ ! ‘01 Acoplanar leptons
e˜L(R)˜eR(L) e˜ ! e01 Single electron (small me˜R−mχ01)
q˜˜q q˜ ! q01 Acoplanar jets
t˜˜t t˜ ! c01 Acoplanar jets
b˜
˜
b b˜ ! b01 Acoplanar b-jets
t˜˜t t˜ ! b‘˜ Acoplanar jets plus leptons
+− !qq001 4 jets + 6E
!‘01 Acoplanar leptons
mixed 2 jets + lepton + 6E
0i 
0
j 
0
1
0
j!qq01 Acoplanar jets
0i 
0
j!01qq01; : : :
j i; j 6=1 010j!‘+‘−01 Acoplanar leptons
0i 
0
j !01‘+‘−01; : : :
stop sector, At, be included in the analysis. Masses and mixing angles in the Higgs sector
are obtained with the two-loop level calculations of Ref. [5], as implemented in Ref. [6].
As in Ref. [3], the results are also interpreted in the framework of a highly constrained
MSSM version known as minimal supergravity. Masses and couplings are calculated
in terms of ve parameters: the mass term m0 common to all scalars (Higgs bosons,
squarks and sleptons), the common supersymmetry-breaking gaugino mass term m1/2,
and a common trilinear coupling A0 (all dened at the grand unication scale), tan 
and the sign of . To solve the appropriate set of renormalization group equations, the
latest version of the ISAJET package [7] is used. For this analysis, the one-loop radiative
corrections to chargino and neutralino masses [8] are included.
This letter is organized as follows. The modications to the selection algorithms and
the results of the searches are described in Section 2. The interpretation of these results
in the theoretical frameworks mentioned above is presented in Section 3, with a special
focus on the lower limit on the LSP mass. The conclusions are given in Section 4.
A thorough description of the ALEPH detector and of its performance, as well as of
the standard reconstruction and analysis algorithms, can be found in Refs. [9, 10]. Only
a brief summary is given here. Charged particle tracking, down to 16 from the beam
axis, is obtained by means of a silicon vertex detector, a cylindrical drift chamber, and a
large time projection chamber, all immersed in a 1.5 T axial magnetic eld provided by
a superconducting solenoidal coil. Hermetic calorimetric coverage, down to polar angles
of 34 mrad, is achieved by means of a highly granular electromagnetic calorimeter, by
dedicated low angle luminosity monitors, and by the iron return yoke instrumented to act
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as a hadron calorimeter. The latter is supplemented with external muon chambers. The
information from all these detectors is combined in an energy-flow algorithm [10] which
provides a list of charged particles (electrons, muons, charged hadrons), photons and
neutral hadrons, used also to determine global quantities such as total energy or missing
momentum. The resolution achieved on the total visible energy is (0:6
p
E + 0:6)GeV (E
inGeV).
2 Update of sparticle searches
The simulation of the signal production, which includes a detailed treatment of cascade
decays as well as of initial and nal state radiation, was performed with SUSYGEN [11]. For
the determination of the selection eciencies, a fast detector simulation, cross-checked
with several fully simulated samples, was used.
Standard model processes were simulated with BHWIDE [12] for Bhabha production,
KORALZ [13] for +− and +− production, PHOT02 [14] for γγ ! leptons and tagged
γγ ! hadrons, PHOJET [15] for untagged γγ ! hadrons, KORALW [16] for W+W−,
Grace4F [17] for We, a private generator [18] for Z events, and PYTHIA [19] for all
other processes. The integrated luminosity of the simulated samples corresponds to at
least 25 times the integrated luminosity of the data sample, except for γγ processes for
which the statistics are at least a factor of three larger than that of the data sample. All
standard model background samples were processed through the full detector simulation.
Background subtraction was generally performed when optimizing the selection
algorithms, except in searches for squarks and for hadronic and mixed nal states arising
from chargino production, where the expected gain is marginal.
2.1 Update of sfermion searches
The nal states studied (Table 2) are those arising from squark and slepton pair-production
followed by the decays t˜ ! c01, t˜ ! b‘˜, b˜ ! b01, q˜ ! q01, e˜ ! e01, ˜ ! 01 and
˜ ! 01. Events with acoplanar jets and acoplanar jets plus two leptons are signatures
for squark production. Events with acoplanar lepton pairs or with single electrons are
expected from slepton production. All these nal states are characterized by missing
energy. To reach the best sensitivity to the expected signal for a large range of M
values, two dierent selection procedures are employed [1, 20], which specically address
the small and the large M cases. Systematic uncertainties on selection eciencies and
background estimations remain at the few percent level, as in Ref. [1].
The numbers of events selected in the 1999 data by the sfermion searches are reported
in Table 3, together with the results obtained with the 1998 data sample. In general,
agreement is observed between numbers of candidate events and expectations from
standard processes. However, a slight excess is observed in the acoplanar tau search;
the probability for an upward statistical fluctuation of the expected background is 1.6%
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for the 1999 sample alone, and 1.2% when the 1998 data are included. The events selected
by the b˜ searches are also selected by the t˜ ! c01 analyses.
2.2 Update of gaugino searches
Chargino searches
Searches are performed in all possible chargino-pair decay topologies such as four-jets (4J),
hadrons plus electron or muon (2J‘), hadrons plus tau (2J) and acoplanar lepton pairs
(A‘), as described in Refs.[2, 3]. The selection eciencies, the background contaminations
and the main systematic uncertainties, related to the simulation of the energy-flow
reconstruction and of the lepton identication, are similar to those reported for the analyses
at lower energies. For each set of mass dierence and leptonic branching ratio, the optimal
combination of selections is determined as explained in Ref. [3].
Neutralino searches
In the case of large sfermion masses (large m0), the neutralino searches are applied only in
the higgsino region where the nal state is characterized by acoplanar jets. The sensitivities
of the two analyses, dedicated to small and large M , are signicantly improved by
subtracting the expected four-fermion background when re-optimizing the cuts. The
selection eciencies remain comparable to those of the analyses applied to the 183 GeV
data sample [3].
For small sfermion masses, the leptonic branching ratios are enhanced. A new search
was developed to address acoplanar electron or muon nal states. The selection consists
of the preselection of the selectron and smuon searches supplemented with a nal sliding
cut on the sum of the two lepton energies. The exact location of this cut depends on the
mass dierence M between the 0j and the 
0
1. Selection eciencies of 70% are reached
for a large range of M values, with an irreducible background of 0.37 pb, mainly due to
W+W− ! ‘+‘− events. The systematic uncertainties associated to this new selection
are similar to those quoted for the selectron and smuon searches [1].
Results
The numbers of events observed and expected from standard processes for the chargino
and neutralino selections are reported in Table 3. The numbers of candidate events are in
agreement with the expected background for all the selections.
3 Interpretation of the results
As no signicant excess of candidate events is observed, upper limits on the production
cross sections are set for the processes searched for. Each candidate event contributes to a
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Table 3: Numbers of candidate events observed in the data (Ncand) and background events
expected from standard model processes (Nbkg).
Process Comment 1998 data 1999 data
Ncand Nbkg Ncand Nbkg
e˜e˜ 33 32.8 42 48.1
˜˜ 28 29.6 39 43.4
˜ ˜ 26 21.5 46 32.7
e˜L(R)˜eR(L) 8 13.8 22 22.4
t˜ ! c01 small M 3 5.5 2 2.4
high M 5 4.0 8 7.3
b˜ ! b01 small M 3 3.3 1 2.2
high M 0 0.9 1 0.7
t˜ ! b‘˜ small M 0 1.9 3 2.6
high M 2 0.4 2 1.4
Chargino W branching ratios 10 8.3 9 12.7
any branching ratios 25 23.0 24 33.9
Neutralino Acop. Jets (M <40 GeV=c2) 4 3.0 6 4.5
Acop. Leptons 59 60.0 76 79.8
limited range of M . The systematic uncertainties on the selection eciencies are included
following the method described in Ref. [21]. When background subtraction is performed,
the prescription of Ref. [22] is adopted, with the number of subtracted background events
conservatively reduced by one standard deviation of its systematic uncertainty. Finally,
the constraints presented in this section are derived by combining the searches presented
here with those reported in Refs. [1, 2, 3], and are at 95% condence level.
3.1 Slepton production
The cross section upper limits, translated into excluded regions in the (m˜`R; mχ01) plane,
are shown in Figs. 1a-c for ‘˜+R ‘˜
−
R production and a 100% ‘˜R! ‘01 branching ratio. For
selectrons, it is assumed that tan = 2 and  = −200 GeV=c2. For e˜ and ˜, the impact of
cascade decays such as ‘˜R ! ‘0j (j > 1) is illustrated by the excluded region obtained
with a vanishing selection eciency for nal states deriving from those decays. For
M > 10 GeV=c2, the lower limits on me˜R , mµ˜R and mτ˜R are 92, 85 and 70GeV=c
2,
respectively. For staus, the exclusion obtained for the mixing angle corresponding to
the minimal cross section is also shown. In such a case, the lower limit on the mass is
68 GeV=c2 for M >10 GeV=c2.
The results of the searches for acoplanar leptons are combined with those of the
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search for events with single electrons, using the slepton masses determined from the
GUT relations, and with the additional assumption of no mixing in the stau sector. The
region of the plane (m˜`R; mχ01) excluded for tan  = 2 and  = −200 GeV=c2 is shown
in Fig. 1d. The loss of sensitivity of the e˜R˜eR search for M < 3 GeV=c
2 is recovered
for m˜` < 70 GeV=c2 by the search for e˜R e˜L . The eect of an assumed null eciency for
cascade decays at small mχ01 is compensated by the contribution of the ‘˜L‘˜L production.
3.2 Squark production
Under the assumption of a dominant t˜ ! c01 decay, the regions excluded by stop searches
in the plane (mt˜; mχ01) are shown in Fig. 2a for two values of the t˜ mixing angle ˜t, 0
 and
56, corresponding to maximal and minimal cross section, respectively. For M in the
range from 6 to 40 GeV=c2, i.e., a region not accessible to the Tevatron searches, the lower
limit on mt˜ is 83 GeV=c
2, independent of ˜t. In the case of a dominant t˜!b‘˜ decay, the
excluded region in the plane (mt˜; mν˜) is shown in Fig. 2b, where equal branching ratios for
‘ = e;  and  are assumed. For M >10 GeV=c2 and with the LEP 1 lower limit on the
sneutrino mass of 43 GeV=c2 (obtained for three mass degenerate ~’s), the ˜t{independent
lower limit on mt˜ is 88 GeV=c
2. The regions excluded by sbottom searches in the plane
(m
b˜
; mχ01) under the assumption of a dominant b˜! b01 decay are shown in Fig. 2c for
two values of the b˜ mixing angle 
b˜
, corresponding to minimal (
b˜
= 68) and maximal
(
b˜
= 0) production cross section. In the latter case, and for M > 10 GeV=c2, a lower
limit of 91 GeV=c2 is set on m
b˜
.
In Fig. 2d, the negative outcome of the searches for acoplanar jets is translated into
exclusion domains in the plane (mg˜; mq˜) for mass{degenerate squarks (except the two stop
particles) and with unication of the gluino and weak gaugino masses. Here tan =4 and
=−400 GeV=c2 are chosen, as in Refs. [23, 24].
The results obtained at the Tevatron [23, 24] are also shown in Fig. 2. The sensitivity
of the squark searches presented in this letter extends to smaller M values than those
tested at hadron colliders.
3.3 Gaugino production
In Fig. 3a, the upper limit on the production cross section is displayed for chargino pairs
with masses close to the kinematic limit at
p
s = 201:6GeV. It is assumed that charginos
decay through the process ! 01W. In Figs. 3b-d, the gaugino cross section upper
limits are translated, for tan  =
p
2 and large m0, into exclusion domains in the (; M2)
plane of the MSSM, into lower limits on the chargino mass, and into lower limits on
mχ01 +mχ02. The kinematic limit is closely approached for both chargino and associated
neutralino production, except in the deep higgsino region in which M , and hence the
selection eciencies, are small. For tan  =
p
2 and negative , the indirect chargino mass
limit derived from the neutralino searches extends beyond the chargino kinematic limit by
up to 5GeV=c2.
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3.4 Lower limit on the LSP mass
From the negative outcome of chargino and neutralino searches, a lower limit on the
mass of the lightest neutralino can be derived as a function of tan, as shown in Fig. 4
for m0 = 500GeV=c
2. Neutralino searches contribute mostly at low tan and play an
essential ro^le in determining the lowest value of 37.2GeV=c2, obtained for tan  = 1,
M2 ’ 62 GeV=c2 and  ’ −72GeV=c2, which remains valid also for larger m0 values. For
smaller m0 values, the loss of sensitivity of chargino and neutralino searches is recovered
by slepton searches, as discussed in Ref. [3]. A scan performed over the relevant parameter
space, including the deep gaugino region for large tan  and for mass degenerate charginos
and sneutrinos, shows that the lower limit on the LSP mass of 37.2 GeV=c2, obtained for
tan =1 at large m0, holds for all values of m0.
As discussed in Ref. [8], radiative corrections to chargino and neutralino masses
modify the relation between such masses and therefore the interplay between chargino
and neutralino searches. In the region where the limit is found, these corrections lower
the LSP mass limit value by about 1 GeV=c2. A further source of theoretical uncertainty
is represented by the GUT relation between M1 and M2. Higher{order corrections to the
one{loop formula used here have been estimated with ISAJET [7] to be of the order of
3%, and aect by the same amount the lower limit on the LSP mass.
3.5 Constraints from Higgs boson searches
To derive the results discussed in this section, the analysis presented in Ref. [3] was updated
with the inclusion of the results of the ALEPH searches for Higgs bosons [4]. For a given
set of tan , m0 and M2 values, the largest predicted Higgs boson mass is determined
with a large value for mA, 2TeV=c
2, and maximal eect from stop mixing by varying
the combination ~At = At −  cot. For large mA, the lighter scalar neutral Higgs boson
becomes standard-model like. It is therefore sucient to compare the largest predicted
mh to the standard model Higgs boson mass lower limit of 107.7GeV=c
2, as determined
in Ref. [4]. The loophole which might have arisen from possible Higgs boson decays into
stop pairs [3] is avoided by the recent parameter{independent stop mass lower limit of
63 GeV=c2 [25]. The lower limit on M2 obtained in this way is displayed in Fig. 5 as a
function of tan, for various values of m0. As expected, the limit is strongest for low
values of tan  and m0. For instance, M2 is larger than 110GeV=c
2 for tan = 2:5 and
m0 = 200 GeV=c
2.
Although weaker as m0 increases, the constraints on M2 are still sucient to improve
on the LSP mass lower limit discussed in Section 3.4. For instance, for m0 = 1 TeV=c
2 the
limit is 47.5GeV=c2 (obtained for tan ’ 2); it is 46GeV=c2 for m0 = 2 TeV=c2 (obtained
for tan  ’ 1:8).
In the small m0 regime, the LSP mass lower limit discussed in Section 3.4 depends on
the extent to which the slepton searches cover the so{called corridor, a subset of model
parameters giving sneutrinos almost degenerate in mass with the lightest charginos. The
constraints from Higgs boson searches provide additional coverage of the corridor at small
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tan , as depicted in Fig. 6. While for tan > 3:5 the Higgs boson constraints do not bring
any improvement, the lower limit on mχ01 set in the corridor by Higgs boson searches is
larger than that set by slepton searches for 2:85<tan <3:5.
For tan  < 2:85, the limit on mχ01 set in the corridor by Higgs boson searches is no
longer the absolute limit, since it exceeds that obtained from chargino searches for large
m0 values. This latter limit might degrade as m0 is reduced, but the Higgs boson searches
conne the charginos more and more in the higgsino region (Fig. 5), thus rendering the
deleterious influence of light sleptons and light sneutrinos less and less important. As
a result, the limit from chargino searches at large m0 and tan < 2:85 remains robust
for any smaller m0 value, and is even superseded by the limit arising from Higgs boson
searches for tan <1:95.
The results obtained with the constraints from Higgs boson searches are however quite
sensitive to the top quark mass. A value of 175 GeV=c2 was used to derive the results
reported in this section, i.e., an LSP mass lower limit of 38 GeV=c2, irrespective of tan,
and of 45GeV=c2 for tan  < 3 (Fig. 6). If a value of 180GeV=c2 is chosen instead, the
absolute lower limit of 38GeV=c2 still holds, but the limit for tan < 3 is reduced to
40 GeV=c2. If, in addition, a value as large as 2TeV=c2 (instead of 1 TeV=c2) is allowed for
m0, the Higgs boson searches no longer improve at low tan on the limit of 37.2GeV=c
2
deduced from the chargino and neutralino searches for large sfermion masses.
3.6 Interpretation in Minimal Supergravity
The interplay among the searches for sleptons, charginos and Higgs bosons, and the Z width
measurement at LEP1 [26], is shown in Fig. 7 as exclusion domains in the (m0; m1/2) plane
for tan = 5 and 10, for  < 0 and  > 0, and for A0 = 0; the top quark mass was set to
175 GeV=c2.
The scan of the (m0; m1/2) plane allows constraints to be derived on the mass of the
lightest neutralino. As already noticed in Ref. [27], it is possible to nd congurations
where the analyses discussed in this letter lose their sensitivity; these loopholes open up
when the lightest ˜ is almost degenerate with the 01. To obtain the results reported in
this section, these congurations were avoided by the requirement that mτ˜−mχ01 be larger
than 5 GeV=c2.
The lower limit on mχ01 as a function of tan is shown in Fig. 8 for A0 = 0 and for
both  < 0 and  > 0. There is little structure in the limit for both signs of . Small tan 
values are excluded by the negative result of Higgs boson searches, whereas for larger tan
values the limit is determined mostly by chargino searches. The lowest allowed value for
mχ01 is always found at large m0; it has been calculated for m0 = 1 TeV=c
2. Altogether, a
01 mass lower limit of 49GeV=c
2 is set for A0 = 0. It is reached for tan   4:5 and  < 0.
The impact of a non-vanishing A0 value was studied by scanning the range allowed
by theoretical constraints and by stop searches. The lower limit on mχ01 as a function of
tan  obtained from the A0 scan is also shown in Fig. 8. Altogether, the 
0
1 mass lower
limit decreases to 48 GeV=c2, a value reached for tan   4:5 and  < 0. The lower limit
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on mχ01 is therefore substantially improved when the additional constraints of minimal
supergravity are considered.
4 Conclusions
The previously published ALEPH searches for sleptons, squarks, charginos and neutralinos
have been updated with the data collected during 1998 and 1999 at centre-of-mass energies
up to 201.6GeV, corresponding to an overall integrated luminosity of about 410 pb−1.
In all topologies, the numbers of candidate events observed are consistent with the
background expected from standard processes. When interpreted in the framework of
the MSSM, this negative outcome allows improved 95% C.L. lower limits on slepton and
squark masses to be set as summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: Lower limits at 95% C.L. on squark and slepton masses. For selectrons and sleptons,
tan β = 2, µ = −200 GeV/c2. For sleptons, a common mass at the GUT scale is assumed. All
masses and mass dierences are in GeV/c2.
Particle Limit Conditions of validity
selectron 92 M >10
smuon 85 M >10 , ~!01
stau
68
M >10 , ~!01,
worst case mixing
70 M >10 , ~!01, ~R
slepton 93 M >10
70 any M
stop 83 t˜!c01, 6 < M < 40
88 t˜!b‘˜, M > 10;
sbottom 91 b˜!b01, M > 8, ~bL
degenerate
97
~q!q01, M > 6,
squarks tan  = 4,  = −400
Chargino pair production and neutralino associated production are excluded up to
the kinematic limit in a signicant fraction of the MSSM parameter space. For m0 >
500 GeV=c2, a lower limit on mχ01 of 37 GeV=c
2 is obtained, independent of tan. It has
been veried that this limit remains valid for all m0 values if the constraints from slepton
searches are taken into account, for a negligible mixing in the stau sector.
The negative results of the searches for Higgs bosons reported in Ref. [4] further
constrain the MSSM parameter space. In particular, the lower limit on the 01 mass
is increased to 45GeV=c2 for tan  < 3 and to 38GeV=c2 for any tan , assuming
mt =175 GeV=c
2 and m0 <1TeV=c
2.
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The results have also been interpreted in the framework of minimal supergravity,
including one-loop radiative corrections in the calculation of chargino and neutralino
masses. The domains excluded in the (m0; m1/2) plane are signicantly larger than those
reported by the D0 collaboration from the negative results of searches for gluinos and
squarks at the Tevatron [28]. The resulting lower limit on mχ01 is 49GeV=c
2 for A0=0 and
m0 < 1TeV=c
2. It is reduced to 48GeV=c2 when A0 is varied, provided that the parameter
congurations leading to mτ˜−mχ01 < 5 GeV=c2 are ignored.
These results improve signicantly on those obtained at lower energies by ALEPH [3]
and by the L3 [29], OPAL [30] and DELPHI [31] collaborations. Less general searches
for associated production of charginos and neutralinos have also been reported by the
CDF [32] and D0 [33] collaborations.
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Figure 1: Excluded regions at 95% C.L. in the m˜`
R
vs mχ01 plane from slepton searches assuming
BR(~`! `χ01) = 100% (cross-hatched regions); the dashed curves show the expected exclusion
under the same assumptions. The dot-dashed curves in a) and b) show the eect of cascade
decays for tan β = 2 and µ = −200 GeV/c2, assuming zero eciency for those decays. The
dot-dashed curve in c) shows the limit in the case of minimal ~τ1~τ1Z coupling. In d), the e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cascade decays is included. The dark shaded region is not accessible because the common scalar
mass at the GUT scale becomes unphysical. In all the plots, the light shaded region corresponds
to the m˜`< mχ01 disallowed region.
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Figure 7: Minimal supergravity scenario: domains of the (m0,m1/2) plane excluded for tan β = 5
and 10 and for A0 = 0. Region 1 is theoretically forbidden. The other regions are excluded by the
Z width measurement at LEP1 (2), chargino (3), slepton (4) searches and Higgs boson searches
at
p
s  201.6 GeV (5).
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Figure 8: Minimal supergravity scenario: lower limit on the LSP mass as a function of tan β.
The dashed line shows the result obtained with A0 = 0.
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